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“Duel” 
 

In the summer of ’04, through the morning sunlight, I crossed the Hudson at dawn 

To the plains of Weehawken, where Alexander Hamilton and his physician were waiting 

For me to come along. 
 

We held our pistols out, waited for the count, two shots fired in the air, 

And through the smoke I saw Hamilton fall, 

So I dropped the gun and had breakfast in Manhattan. 
 

I’m the vice-president for Thomas Jefferson; I would be president if not for Hamilton. 

I carried New York, came up one vote short, ‘cause Hamilton arranged it with the 

Congress. 
 

(Chorus) 

I don’t regret the way I shot Hamilton down; this country is better with him not around. 

The Federalists are fading away ‘cause I shot Alexander Hamilton today. 

I shot Alexander Hamilton today. 
 

Now bankers and speculators own all the land, taxes, and tariffs from his financial plan.  

When the farmers rose up against the whiskey tax, he led an army of ten thousand to 

attack. 
 

We fought with honor, according to code, now murder and treason’s on me. 

To Europe, they’re forcing me to flee. 
 

(Chorus) 

 

Historical Background: 

Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr had been political and personal enemies for 
fifteen years leading up to the 1804 duel that killed Hamilton on the plains of New 
Jersey, overlooking New York City.   
 

Hamilton represented the Federalist Party in the 1790s. This political party 
believed that the Federal government needed more power and control over the 
states in order to stabilize the new nation, and to ensure that it would grow and 
prosper.  The Anti-Federalist Party (Democratic-Republicans) was led by 
Thomas Jefferson and, to a lesser extent, Aaron Burr. The Democratic-
Republicans believed that political power belonged mostly with the states and, 
ultimately, the people.   
 

In the disputed presidential election of 1800, Hamilton used his influence in the 
House of Representatives to ensure that Jefferson would win the presidency over 
his running mate, Aaron Burr.  When Burr became Jefferson’s vice-president, the 
hostility between the two continued to escalate in an exchange of slanderous 
letters, many of which were published in the newspapers.  This fifteen-year feud 
culminated when Burr demanded that Hamilton withdraw his slanderous remarks.  
When Hamilton refused, Burr challenged him to a duel and emerged the victor.  
Dueling had been recently outlawed in the North, so Burr fled to South Carolina, 
and later, Europe; when he returned, however, he was cleared of all charges. 
Hamilton’s death marked the end of the Federalist Party. 


